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1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MS21-0024 
CASE NAME: CONCORD MOBILE VS. HEITKAMP 
JURY TRIAL - SHORT CAUSE / 3-5 DAYS DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Vacated per agreement reached at Issue Conference on 02/23/2022. 
 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MS21-0258 
CASE NAME: SEKK INVESTMENTS VS. YOUNG 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY SEKK INVESTMENTS WALNUT CREEK LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing required. 

 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01299 
CASE NAME: 29 SW LLC  VS.  HASSAN 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
FILED BY 29 SW LLC, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Plaintiff and Cross-Defendants’ 29 SW, LLC’s Motion for Summary Adjudication and/or 
Summary Adjudication against Defendant and Cross-Complainants Anton Danilovich and 
Premier Estates, Inc. is denied. 
 
Background  
 Plaintiff, 29 SW, LLC, is a firm doing business in real estate investment and 
development.  All business conducted by 29 SW with Defendants was done by and through 
Michael Eggiman.  Beginning in February of 2015, Plaintiff entered into a series of agreements 
with Defendants for the purchase, rehabilitation and sale of six single-family properties in the 
Bay Area.  Defendant Christina Boomershine is the agent and employee of Defendant Pacific 
Financial CA, LLC.   
 
  Due to conflicts between the parties and other failed agreements, the parties entered 
into a final written agreement dated April 6, 2016 entitled, “Mutual Settlement and Agreement 
and Release” entered into between Plaintiff 29 SW LLC and “RH Investments,” on behalf of the 
other defendant entities, including Premier Estates, Inc. and Diablo Valley Group, Inc. 
 
 Shortly after the parties entered into the 2016 Mutual Release, Plaintiff filed a complaint 
against the various entities involved in the Settlement Agreement for breach of contract. 
   
Motion for Summary Judgment/Summary Adjudication 
 Pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 437c(a) and (f)),  Plaintiff and Cross-
Defendants move for summary judgment against Defendants and Cross-Complainants Anton 
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Danilovich and Premier Estates, Inc. Alternatively, Plaintiff and Cross-Defendants seek 
summary adjudication of issues and causes of action alleged in Danilovich’s Cross-Complaint 
filed on September 1, 2016.   
 
 Additionally, Plaintiff seeks summary adjudication as to Danilovich’s liability on Plaintiff’s 
First Cause of Action for “Breach of Contract” in 29 SW’s First Amended Complaint.  The motion 
for summary adjudication is brought on the ground the undisputed material facts establish that 
Danilovich failed to perform as required under the Settlement Agreement.  (Issue No. 17.)     
 
 
Standard on Summary Judgment Motion 
 CCP § 437c(a) provides in part, “A party may move for summary judgment in an action 
or proceeding if it is contended that the action has no merit or that there is no defense to the 
action or proceeding.”  CCP § 437c(c) provides,  “The motion for summary judgment shall be 
granted if all the papers submitted show that there is no triable issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.”  “[F]rom commencement to 
conclusion, the party moving for summary judgment bears the burden of persuasion that there is 
no triable issue of material fact and that he is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.”  (Aguilar 
v. Atlantic Richfield Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 850.)  
 
 “‘[A]plaintiff [moving for summary judgment] bears the burden of persuasion that 
‘each element of’ the ‘cause of action’ in question has been ‘proved,’ and hence that ‘there is no 
defense’ thereto. (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c, subd. ([p])(1).’ [Citation.]” (Acosta v. Glenfed 
Development Corp. (2005) 128 Cal.App.4th 1278, 1292.) 
 
             A plaintiff moving for summary judgment meets its initial burden of showing that 
there is no defense to its cause of action by proving each element of its cause of 
action. CCP § 437c(p)(1).  Plaintiff's initial burden of proof does not include disproving any 
affirmative defenses asserted by defendants.  “Upon meeting that burden, the burden shifts to 
the defendant ‘to show that a triable issue of one or more material facts exists as to that cause 
of action or a defense thereto.’ (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c, subd. (p)(1)….”  (Oldcastle Precast, 
Inc. v. Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Co. (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 554, 564-565.) 
 
 
Issues No. 1 through 16 re: Danilovich’s Cross-Complaint 
 The sole ground for Plaintiff and Cross-Defendants’ motion for summary adjudication of 
these issues and causes of action is that the Court’s August 3rd Order prohibits Danilovich from 
introducing any evidence concerning the issues raised in the causes of action.  Since the Court 
has set aside the August 3rd Order, Plaintiff/Cross-Defendants’ motion for summary 
adjudication is denied as moot. 
 
 
Issues No. 17: First Cause of Action for Breach of Contract (29 SW First Amended Complaint) 
 Plaintiff moves for summary adjudication of the First Cause of Action for Breach of 
Contract on the ground Danilovich failed to perform as required under the Settlement 
Agreement.  Plaintiff asserts the undisputable evidence establishes that Danilovich failed to 
provide to 29 SW the requested information regarding the properties, including but not limited to, 
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plans, permits, contractors’ contact information, an all other essential information.  This was 
Defendants obligation under the Settlement Agreement.   
 
 Defendants Anton Danilovich and Premier Estates argue the motion for summary 
adjudication of the First Cause of Action for Breach of Contract should be denied as Plaintiff has 
not demonstrated that there are no triable issues of material fact.  Defendants argue that 
Plaintiff has to prove both Danilovich and Premier have breached the Settlement Agreement.  
  
  “The elements of a cause of action for breach of contract are ‘(1) the contract, 
(2) plaintiff's performance or excuse for nonperformance, (3) defendant's breach, and (4) the 
resulting damages to plaintiff.’ [Citation.]”  (Tribeca Companies, LLC v. First American Title Ins. 
Co. (2015) 239 Cal.App.4th 1088, 1109.) 
  
 
Element 1:  Existence of Contract 
 Plaintiff argues the Settlement Agreement identified the contracting parties as 29 SW 
and “RH.”  RH collectively includes, RH Investments, LLC; Pacific Financial, LLC, Premier 
Estates, Inc., Atlas One, LLC, and Diablo Valley Group, LLC.   
 
 In opposition to the motion, Defendants Danilovich and Premier Estates argue Plaintiff 
has not established the existence of a contract between 29 SW and Danilovich in his individual 
capacity.  Of the six properties at issue in the Settlement Agreement, Defendant Danilovich only 
held title to the Montezuma property, as Chief Executive Officer of Diablo Valley Group, LLC. 
(Defendants’ Additional Material Fact No. 4)  Diablo Valley was dismissed from the action on 
January 13, 2021.  (DAMF No. 9.) 
 
 Here, Defendants claim there are five signatures affixed to the April 6, 2016 Agreement.  
Ali Hassan signed on behalf of RH Investments, Inc.; Christina Boomershine on behalf of Pacific 
Financial, LLC; Anton Danilovich on behalf of Diablo Valley Group, LLC; Mike Eggiman and 
Stan Beraznik on behalf of 29 SW, LLC.  (DAMF No. 13.)  
 
     Mr. Danilovich argues that he is not a party to the April 2016 Agreement.  He was not 
obligated to perform under the Agreement in his individual capacity.  Instead, Diablo Valley 
Group, Inc. was the contracting party.  (DAMF No. 16.)  Citing to Eggiman’s deposition, 
Defendants argue that Plaintiff intended not to hold Danilovich personally liable under the 2016 
Agreement. (Exhibit D, Eggiman Depo. Pages 310-312.)  Plaintiff has not offered evidence in its 
moving papers to demonstrate otherwise. 
 
 Moreover, Defendants contend Premier Estates, Inc. was not a signatory to April 2016 
Settlement Agreement. (DAMF No. 14.) Danilovich did not sign on behalf of Premier Estates.  
(DAMF No. 15.)  Defendants argue that Premier Estates, Inc. is not one of the five signatories to 
the 2016 Agreement.  (DAMF No. 21.) According to Defendants, Premier Estates is the only 
entity that does not have a signatory to the Agreement.  (DAMF No. 22.) Except for the first 
sentence of the Agreement combining Premier Estates, Inc., with the other RH entities, Premier 
Estates is not mentioned in the Agreement. (DAMF No. 19.)   
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  In response to Defendants’ argument that there is no contract between Plaintiff 29 SW 
and Defendants Danilovich (individual capacity) and Premier Estates, Plaintiff argues the 
contention fails for two reasons.  First, in response to 29 SW’s special interrogatories, 
Danilovich and Premier Estates each provided verified responses admitting to the entering into 
the April 6, 2016 Agreement.  (Meng Reply Decl. ¶ 2, Ex. I.) Plaintiff argues that under the 
doctrine of judicial estoppel, Defendants are foreclosed from taking totally inconsistent positions.  
For purposes of the cross-complaint, Defendant claimed to be parties to Agreement, but in 
defending the breach of contract claim, they assert they were not parties to the contract. 
 
 Second, Defendants “cannot create an issue of fact by a declaration which contradicts 
[their] prior discovery responses.”  (Shin v. Ahn (2007) 42 Cal.4th 482, 500, fn. 12.)  
“Admissions or concessions made during the course of discovery govern and control over 
contrary declarations lodged at a hearing on a motion for summary judgment.” (Visueta v. 
General Motors Corp. (1991) 234 Cal.App.3d 1609, 1613.)  “In reviewing motions for summary 
judgment or adjudication, courts have long tended to treat affidavits repudiating previous 
testimony as not constituting substantial evidence of the existence of a triable issue of fact.”  
(Alvis v. County of Ventura (2009) 178 Cal.App.4th 536, 549.) 
 
 Procedurally, Plaintiff argues the Court should disregard the Danilovich’s declaration.  
Danilovich’s declaration is unsigned.  Plaintiff complains that the untimely notice of errata 
attaching the signed declaration of Danilovich does not help because the statements therein are 
not declared to be true under penalty of perjury.  (CCP § 2015.5.) The Court notes the 
Danilovich’s endorsed declaration does contain the required perjury language, but does not 
indicate the county it was executed in.   
 
  Additionally, Plaintiff points out that Defendants’ separate statement is not compliant 
with Cal. Rule of Court, Rule 3.1350.  Defendants failed to identify specific supporting evidence 
for the facts disputed.  Defendants’ separate statement only includes arguments, not the 
opposing evidence that demonstrates the existence of a triable issue of fact.  Also, the 
objections included in the separate statement are not compliant.  Objections must be filed 
separately. CRC Rule 3.1354.   
 
 The Court finds Plaintiff has met its initial burden of establishing the existence of a 
contract, the first element of the breach of contract cause of action.  It also finds that given 
Defendants’ responses to Special Interrogatories Nos. 19 and 26 admitting to entering into the 
April 2016 Agreement,  Defendants have failed to raise a question of fact as to the existence of 
contract between Plaintiff and the opposing parties. (Meng Reply Decl., Exhibits I and J.) 
 
 
Element 2:  Plaintiff’s Performance or Excuse for Non-Performance 
 Plaintiff argues the opening papers showed Plaintiff’s performance.  Plaintiff’s obligation 
under the 2016 Agreement was to take over the four properties as issue.  However, taking over 
the properties was conditioned on Defendants’ transferring the properties to 29 SW’s and 
“providing any requested information regarding the properties” to effectuate 29 SW’s taking 
them over.   
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 Defendants argue that Plaintiff cannot prove it performed under the Agreement.  
According to Defendants, Plaintiff agreed to continue providing and maintaining all accounting.  
Defendants assert Plaintiff did not substantially perform.  29 SW’s manager, Eggiman testified 
under oath that it did not ascertain whether each vendor had been paid and made no efforts to 
contact lien holders.  (DAMF No. 17.)   
 
  The evidence Defendants point to does not raise a question of fact as to Plaintiff’s 
performance under the agreement.  Defendants’ point to the deposition testimony of Eggiman, 
which inquires as to whether Eggiman, before executing the Agreement, checked to see if 
vendors had been paid or whether he had contacted lien holders.” (Eggiman Depo. Pages 350-
352.)  Defendants point to no evidence of Plaintiff’s failure to perform after execution of the 
agreement. 
 
 Here, Plaintiff has provided evidence that Defendants were obligated under the 2016 
Agreement to provide plans, permits, and other requested information that it needed in “taking 
over” the properties. Plaintiff has argued its performance was conditioned on Defendants’ 
providing of certain information.  Plaintiff has provided evidence that Defendants failed to 
provide the required information “The obligations of the parties to a contract are either 
dependent or independent. [Citation.] The parties' obligations are dependent when the 
performance by one party is a condition precedent to the other party's performance. In that 
event, one party is excused from its obligation to perform if the other party fails to perform. 
[Citations.]” (Colaco v. Cavotec SA (2018) 25 Cal.App.5th 1172, 1182-1183.)  Plaintiff has 
provided evidence of excuse for nonperformance.   
 
 
Element 3: Defendants’ Breach of 2016 Agreement 
 The Settlement Agreement called for Defendants to transfer title to the Pond, Alabama, 
Teresita, and Montezuma properties to SW 29 and 29 SW would “take over” these four projects.  
(UMF No, 128 and corresponding evidence.) 29 SW needed Defendants to provide construction 
plans that were stamped and approved by the S.F. Dept. of Building Inspection, so that 29 SW 
could prepare detail budgets and submit loan applications.  (UMF No. 131.)   
 
 The Agreement states, “RH will provide any requested information regarding any 
of the properties.”  Plaintiff argues the Settlement Agreement required the collective 
performance by Operator RH Investments (“RH”), which included Danilovich and Premier 
Estates.  Plaintiff argues the Agreement does not distinguish performance among the respective 
Defendants, nor make performance dependent on holding title to property.  Plaintiff argues the 
Settlement Agreement requires any or all of the “RH” Defendants to perform the collective 
group’s obligation. 
 
 According to Plaintiff, Defendants sent unfinished and disparate sets of plans via email.  
(UMF No. 134.)  Mr. Everett (mortgage broker) did not submit any loan applications for the 
properties because Plaintiff did not have detailed construction budget and timelines for the 
properties.  (UMF No. 139.) On April 19, 2016, Eggiman (manager for 29 SW) told Hassan, 
Boomershine, and Danilovich that he needed the plans, permits, structural, etc. for all 4 
projects.”  (UMF No. 146.) Danilovich acknowledges that Eggiman verbally asked him for the 
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original plans.  (UMF No. 148.)  Danilovich admits that he did not provide the permitted plans to 
29 SW.  (UMF No. 151.)   
 
 Plaintiff argues the evidence establishes 29 SW needed the actual approved and 
stamped construction plans to apply for loans it needed to take over the projects.  It repeatedly 
requested the documentation, and none was provided.  Plaintiff argues that the Court should 
grant summary adjudication as to Danilovich’s liability for breach of the Settlement Agreement.  
  
 In opposition to the summary judgment motion, Danilovich contends that the Settlement 
Agreement only obligates him to perform as to the Montezuma property because that is the only 
property he held title to.  Plaintiff contends this is contrary to the express terms of the Settlement 
Agreement.   
 
 Furthermore, Defendants argue Premier Estates had no duties, obligations, or 
responsibilities under the Agreement. (DAMF No. 20.)   Defendants argue that Plaintiff offers no 
evidence that explains how Premier is liable for a breach of contract.    
 
 Additionally, Defendants claim the April 2016 Settlement Agreement was supplemental 
to the September 25, 2015 Master Agreement, involving the same properties.  The signatories 
to that agreement were Ali Hassan on behalf of RH Investments, which included Premier 
Estates, Diablo Valley Group, LLC and other entities.  The 2015 Agreement indicated that points 
of contact would be Mike Eggiman for 29 SW and Tina Boomershine on behalf of RH.  (DAMF 
No. 6.) Defendants argue that neither Danilovich, personally, nor Premier had any direct 
involvement or responsibilities as it pertains to the either the Master Agreement or the April 
2016 Settlement Agreement. Defendant maintains the Defendants whose responsibilities to 
perform under the agreements have been dismissed from the action.  (DAMF No. 8.)   
 
  Plaintiff correctly points out that the April 6, 2016 Agreement, states “This 
agreement…will supersede any previous agreements negotiations and dealings between 
the parties…”  (Meng Decl., Exhibit 1.)   
 
            “‘When a contract is reduced to writing, the intention of the parties is to be ascertained 
from the writing alone, if possible ….’” (WYDA Associates v. Merner (1996) 42 Cal.App.4th 
1702, 1709.) “The mutual intention to which the courts give effect is determined by objective 
manifestations of the parties' intent, including the words used in the agreement, as well as 
extrinsic evidence of such objective matters as the surrounding circumstances under which the 
parties negotiated or entered into the contract; the object, nature and subject matter of the 
contract; and the subsequent conduct of the parties.” (Morey v. Vannucci (1998) 64 Cal.App.4th 
904, 912.)    
 
 Here, the Agreement list the six properties at issue. It states, “This Agreement is 
to effectuate the agreements regarding four equity transactions (Santa Marina, Pond, 
Teresita, Alabama and two debt only transaction (Montezuma and Caballo.)  Each property 
is identified and the title holder and signor.  In this case, the only property identified that is 
related to Defendants is Montezuma in Forest Knolls. Title held by Diablo Valley Group, signor 
Anton Danilovich.   
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 In reviewing the Agreement, the Court does not find obligations of Danilovich in his 
individual capacity.  Plaintiff asserts that as part of the RH, Danilovich individually breached the 
Agreement by failing to provide the original plans.  Although Danilovich admitted in responding 
to discovery he has the responsibility of transferring title to Montezuma, Plaintiff does not allege 
that did not occur. Instead, Plaintiff alleges breached on a miscellaneous term, “RH will provide 
any requested information regarding the properties…”  The Agreement states it is “intended to 
and does define and govern the business relationship between the parties which arise from or 
are in any way related to the parcels….”  Danilovich in his individual capacity is not listed.  
 
 There is question of fact as to Danilovich’s obligation under the 2016 Agreement and 
alleged breach of the obligations.  The Agreement provides, “RH will provide information 
regarding any of the properties numbered 1-6 above.” Although Premier Estates is listed as one 
of the “RH Investors,” in the opening sentence, there are no properties identified in the body of 
Agreement associated with Premier Estates.  Plaintiff argues that because it is one RH entities, 
there it is responsible under the miscellaneous term for providing requested information.  
 
 “The terms of a contract are determined by objective rather than subjective criteria. The 
question is what the parties' objective manifestations of agreement or objective expressions of 
intent would lead a reasonable person to believe.”  (Winograd v. American Broadcasting 
Co. (1998) 68 Cal.App.4th 624, 632.)  Since Premier is not specifically tied to one of the six 
properties, it is not clear of Premier’s obligations.  The motion for summary adjudication of the 
First Cause of Action is therefore denied. 
  
Plaintiff’s Objection to Evidence  

1. Decl. of Danilovich—Sustained. Unsigned 
2. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 3—Overruled 
3. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 4--Overruled 
4. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 5—Sustained.  Legal conclusion. 
5. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 6—Overruled. 
6. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 7—Overruled 
7. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 7-- Sustained. Lack of authentication. 
8. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 8—Overruled. 
9. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 10—Overruled. 
10. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 11-Sustained. Speculation. Lack of personal knowledge 
11. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 12—Overruled. 
12. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 13—Overruled. 
13. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 14—Overruled. 
14. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 15—Overruled. 
15. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 16—Sustained. Improper legal conclusion. 
16. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 17—Sustained.  Improper legal conclusion. 
17. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 18-- Sustained.  Improper legal conclusion. 
18. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 18-- Sustained.  Improper legal conclusion 
19. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 19-- Sustained.  Improper legal conclusion 
20. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 20—Sustained in part.  Sustained after “however…”  Lack of personal 

knowledge. 
21. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 21—Overruled. 
22. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 22—Overruled. 
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23. Danilovich Decl. ¶ 22—Sustained.  Lack of authentication. 
24.  King Decl. ¶ 2—Overruled. 
25. King Decl. ¶ 3—Overruled. 
26. King Decl. ¶ 4—Overruled. 
27. King Decl. ¶ 5—Overruled. 
28. King Decl. ¶ 6—Sustained. Legal Conclusion 
29. King Decl. ¶ 7—Overruled. 
30. King Decl. ¶ 7—Sustained. Lack of authentication. 
31. King Decl. ¶ 8—Overruled. 
32. King Decl. ¶ 9—Overruled. 
33. King Decl. ¶ 10—Sustained.  Lack of personal knowledge, speculation. 
34. King Decl. ¶ 11—Overruled. 
35. King Decl. ¶ 12—Overruled. 
36. King Decl. ¶ 13—Sustained.  Lack of personal knowledge. 
37. King Decl. ¶ 14—Sustained. Lack of personal knowledge. 
38. King Decl. ¶ 15—Sustained.  Improper legal conclusion 
39. King Decl. ¶ 16—Sustained. Improper legal conclusion 
40. King Decl. ¶ 17—Sustained. Lack of personal knowledge, argumentative 
41. King Decl. ¶ 17—Sustained. Lack of authentication. 
42. King Decl. ¶ 18—Sustained.  Improper legal conclusion. 
43. King Decl. ¶ 19—Overruled. 
44. King Decl. ¶ 20—Overruled. 
45. King Decl. ¶ 21—Overruled. 

 

  

4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-01019 
CASE NAME: MEDRANO VS. MEDICAL ANESTHESIA 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
FILED BY MEDICAL ANESTHESIA CONSULTANTS, INC., et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Plaintiff brings this medical malpractice action based on treatment she received with 
respect to an injection in her neck. Defendants Randall Fan, M.D. (“Dr. Fan”) and his employer, 
Medical Anesthesia Consultants Medical Group, Inc. (sued as Medical Anesthesia Consultants, 
Inc.), move for summary judgment or, in the alternative, summary adjudication. Because the 
motion successfully shifts the burden to plaintiff to demonstrate a triable issue of material fact 
with respect to breach of duty and causation, and plaintiff has failed to oppose the motion, 
summary judgment for defendants Dr. Fan and Medical Anesthesia Consultants Medical Group, 
Inc. is granted.  

Factual Background and Motion 

Plaintiff filed her complaint for medical negligence on May 22, 2019. The complaint 
alleges a single cause of action for medical negligence. Specifically, she alleges that on or 
about October 25, 2018, defendants “misdiagnosed and/or mistreated” plaintiff by negligently 
performing injections into the back of plaintiff's neck while plaintiff was not in a supine position 
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(Complaint, ¶6.) As a result of the misdiagnosis and treatment, plaintiff suffered complications, 
including, numbness in three fingers and shoulder pain, both of which continue to this day. 
(Complaint, ¶7.) Defendants answered in July 2019.  

This motion was originally filed in July 2021. The hearing date for this motion was 
originally noticed for October of 2021. After counsel for plaintiff filed a motion to withdraw, 
the hearing date was re-set twice. Plaintiff’s latest motion to continue the hearing was denied. 
Plaintiff subsequently failed to oppose the motion by her deadline of February 10, 2022.  

The facts set forth in the motion state that, on October 25, 2018, plaintiff was admitted to 
the Campus Surgery Center in Daly City for surgery—an arthroscopy and debridement—on her 
left shoulder. (Separate Statement of Undisputed Material Fact, hereinafter “SSUMF,” Issue 1, 
No. 1.) Dr. Fan was the anesthesiologist who provided an interscalene brachial plexus block 
("ISB") and general anesthesia for the surgery. (SSUMF, Issue 1, Nos. 1, 3.) The ISB was 
performed when the patient was in a supine position, while using ultrasound to verify the 
patient's anatomy and needle guidance. (SSUMF, Issue 1, No. 7.)  

In support of the motion, anesthesiologist and expert witness, Dr. Philip Bickler, opines 
Dr. Fan complied with the applicable standard of care. (SSUMF, Issue 1, Nos. 11-12, 14.) He 
further opines that, to a reasonable degree of medical probability, there is no causal connection 
between the ISB placement and median nerve neuropathy plaintiff claims. (SSUMF, Issue 2, 
No. 20.) The latter opinion is also held by neurologist and expert witness, Peter Cassini, M.D. 
(See SSUMF, Issue 2, No. 20.) Both experts further opine that plaintiff’s symptoms were likely 
due to pre-existing conditions. (See SSUMF, Issue 2, Nos. 6, 17.)  

Standard 

The defendant must show conclusively that all of the plaintiff's causes of action or legal 
theories fail as a matter of law. (See Jimenez v. Protective Life Ins. Co. (1992) 8 Cal.App.4th 
528, 534; Code Civ. Proc., § 437c (c).)  

Code of Civil Procedure § 437c(o)(1) provides, in relevant part, “A cause of action has 
no merit if one or more of the elements of the cause of action cannot be separately established, 
even if that element is separately pleaded.” 

The party moving for summary judgment initially carries both the burden of persuasion 
and the burden of production of evidence. (See Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield Co. (2001) 25 
Cal.4th 826, 850.) Section 437c(p)(2) provides, in relevant part: 

A defendant or cross-defendant has met his or her burden of showing that a cause 
of action has no merit if that party has shown that one or more elements of the 
cause of action, even if not separately pleaded, cannot be established, or that there 
is a complete defense to that cause of action. Once the defendant or cross-
defendant has met that burden, the burden shifts to the plaintiff or cross-
complainant to show that a triable issue of one or more material facts exists as to 
the cause of action or a defense thereto. The plaintiff or cross-complainant shall 
not rely upon the mere allegations or denials of its pleadings to show that a triable 
issue of material fact exists but, instead, shall set forth the specific facts showing 
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that a triable issue of material fact exists as to that cause of action or a defense 
thereto.  

In determining if the moving papers show a lack of triable issue as to any material fact, 
all of the evidence set forth in the papers must be considered, except evidence to which 
objections have been made and sustained by the court, and all inferences reasonably deducible 
from the evidence, except summary judgment shall not be granted by the court based on 
inferences reasonably deducible from the evidence if contradicted by other inferences or 
evidence that raise a triable issue as to any material fact. (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c (c).) 

Discussion 

In order to establish liability on a medical negligence theory, a plaintiff must prove: (1) a 
duty to use such skill, prudence, and diligence as other members of the profession commonly 
possess and exercise; (2) a breach of the duty; (3) a proximate causal connection between the 
negligent conduct and the injury; and (4) resulting loss or damage. (Lattimore v. Dickey (2015) 
239 Cal.App.4th 959, 968.) 

The first element, standard of care, is the key issue in a malpractice action and can only 
be proved by expert testimony, unless the circumstances are such that the required conduct is 
within the layperson's common knowledge. (Lattimore, supra, 239 Cal.App.4th at p. 968, citing 
Flowers v. Torrance Memorial Hospital Medical Center (1994) 8 Cal.4th 992, 1001.) In those 
cases where a medical specialist is alleged to have acted negligently, the specialist must 
possess and use the learning, care and skill normally possessed and exercised by practitioners 
of that specialty under the same or similar circumstances. (Lattimore, supra, 239 Cal.App.4th at 
p. 968.)  

Here, Dr. Fan had a duty to use the skill, prudence, and diligence commonly possessed 
and exercised by anesthesiologists. The undisputed facts asserted by the motion, which are 
supported by the declarations of two expert witnesses, support that Dr. Fan complied with that 
standard. The undisputed facts and supporting evidence also indicate that any noncompliance 
by Dr. Fan was not a substantial factor in causing plaintiff’s injuries. As Medical Anesthesia 
Consultants Medical Group, Inc.’s liability is derivative of Dr. Fan’s, the motion sufficiently shows 
plaintiff cannot raise a triable issue of fact with respect to breach or causation. These elements 
are both necessary to plaintiff’s cause of action for medical negligence. Accordingly, moving 
defendants show they are entitled to judgment as a matter of law and plaintiff fails to raise a 
triable issue of material fact. 

 

  

5.  TIME:  8:30   CASE#: MSC19-01396 
CASE NAME: FIDELITY & DEPOSIT VS. DIABLO CONTRACTORS 
TRIAL SETTING CONFERENCE 
SET BY DEPT. 9 
 
Appearance required. 
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 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01739 
CASE NAME: JACQUELINE BRONSON VS. MORAGA SCHOOL DISTRICT. 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR GOOD FAITH SETTLEMENT 
FILED BY MORAGA SCHOOL DISTRICT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Motion for good faith settlement is granted. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01739 
CASE NAME: JACQUELINE BRONSON VS. MORAGA SCHOOL DISTRICT 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Minor’s compromise is approved. 

 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-01696 
CASE NAME: MORRIS VS. MACY'S 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF COMPLAINT 
FILED BY MACY'S RETAIL HOLDINGS, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Motion to strike request for punitive damages is granted with leave to amend. 

 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-01696 
CASE NAME: MORRIS VS. MACY'S 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY MACY'S RETAIL HOLDINGS, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The demurrer filed by Macy’s Retail Holdings, LLC is sustained with leave to amend. Plaintiff 
shall file and serve any amended complaint on or before March 30, 2022. 
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10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN14-1749 
CASE NAME: RE 4088 MONTGOMERY HILL DR. 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR ESTATE DISTRIBUTION 
FILED BY SAHRYA TILLERY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Granted. 

 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN21-1749 
CASE NAME: DEVICE DEVELOPMENT VS. SAUSAL 
HEARING ON MOTION TO VACATE JUDGMENT 
FILED BY SAUSAL CORPORATION 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is a motion by defendant and judgment debtor Sausal Corporation to vacate a 

sister state judgment entered in favor of plaintiff and judgment creditor Device Development, 

LLC. For the reasons set forth, the motion is denied. 

Background 

Device Development, LLC ("Device") filed a lawsuit against Sausal Corporation ("Sausal") in the 

Maricopa County Superior Court in the State of Arizona, Case No. CV 2021-008958 ("Arizona 

Action"). The suit arises out of a business dispute between the companies. Sausal failed to 

timely respond to the complaint, and its default was entered. Device subsequently moved for 

entry of a default judgment, which was granted and judgment entered by the Court in Arizona on 

August 24, 2021.  

Sausal is a California corporation. After obtaining judgment in Arizona, Device applied for entry 

of a sister state judgment against Sausal in this Court. The sister state judgment was entered by 

the Clerk of the Court on September 28, 2021 in the amount of $49,537.54. Notice of entry of 

the sister state judgment by this Court was served on Sausal on September 30, 2021, according 

to the proof of service on file.  

Sausal filed a motion to vacate the sister state judgment on October 22, 2021. Sausal's motion 

is in part supported by copies of a motion it filed in the Arizona Action seeking to vacate the 

default judgment entered in that Court. (RJN ISO Mot. Exhs. A, B, C.) The motion to vacate the 

default judgment in the Arizona Action was briefed and set for hearing by the Court in Arizona 

initially in early January 2022 and continued to January 19, 2022. This Court continued the 

hearings on the motion to vacate the sister state judgment pending a ruling on Sausal's motion 

to vacate the underlying judgment in the Arizona Action.  

On February 16, 2022, Sausal filed an updated status report advising that its motion was heard 

in the Arizona Action on January 19, 2022, the Arizona Court took the matter under submission, 

and the Arizona Court denied Sausal's motion to set aside the default judgment by an order 

issued January 26, 2022 in the Arizona Action. (Sausal Status Report #2, Exh. A.) Sausal 
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nevertheless contends that the Arizona Court's January 26, 2022 decision "is contrary to 

Arizona law and should not control this Court's independent determination of jurisdiction." 

(Sausal Status Report #2 p. 1, ll. 26-27.) On February 16, 2022, Device filed a written response 

to the status report contesting Sausal's position. 

Standards Governing Motion 

Under Code of Civil Procedure § 1710.40(a), "A judgment entered pursuant to this chapter may 

be vacated on any ground which would be a defense to an action in this state on the sister state 

judgment ...." A common ground for vacating the sister state judgment is the defense that the 

court which rendered the judgment lacked "fundamental" jurisdiction because the court lacked 

subject matter or personal jurisdiction over the defendant. (Id.) (See also Wells Fargo Bank, NA 

v. Baker (2012) 204 Cal.App.4th 1063, 1068; Bank of America v. Jennett (1999) 77 Cal.App.4th 

104, 114-115, and fn. 8.) Sausal as the moving party bears the burden of proving that the sister 

state judgment was entered in excess of the Arizona Court's jurisdiction. (Conseco Marketing, 

LLC v. IFA & Ins. Services, Inc. (2013) 221 Cal.App.4th 831, 841; St. Sava Mission Corp. v. 

Serbian E. Orthodox Diocese (1990) 223 Cal.App.3d 1354, 1364.)  

Case law limits the authority of the Court to vacate a sister state judgment for lack of personal 

jurisdiction when the parties have litigated the issue in the court where the judgment was 

rendered. "Where another state has fully and fairly litigated its jurisdiction, and has finally 

decided the question, a second state may not reexamine the question but must give the 

judgment of the first state full faith and credit. [Citations omitted.]" (St. Sava Mission Corp. v. 

Servian E. Diocese, supra, 223 Cal.App.3d at 1364.) (See also Durfee v. Duke (1963) 375 U.S. 

106, 111 ["From these decisions there emerges the general rule that a judgment is entitled to full 

faith and credit -- even as to questions of jurisdiction -- when the second court's inquiry 

discloses that those questions have been fully and fairly litigated and finally decided in the court 

which rendered the original judgment."].) As the Court explained in Craig v. Superior Court 

(1975) 45 Cal.App.3d 675, if "the court of the first state has expressly litigated the question of 

jurisdiction, its determination is res judicata and is itself protected by the full faith and credit 

clause." (Id. at 680.) (See also Hawkins v. SunTrust Bank (2016) 246 Cal.App.4th 1387, 1390.) 

Analysis 

Sausal's motion to vacate the default judgment in the Arizona Action expressly raised the 

Court's lack of personal jurisdiction as a primary ground warranting relief. (Sausal RJN Exhs. 

A and C.) Sausal acknowledges its motion in the Arizona Action challenged the default 

judgment based on the Arizona Court "being without jurisdiction" and for failure to follow 

Arizona's default procedures. (Wallace Decl. ¶ 4, p. 2, ll. 19-21.) The Arizona Court made its 

determination after full briefing of the personal jurisdiction issues and oral argument. After taking 

the matter under submission, it denied the motion. The issue of personal jurisdiction was "fully 

and fairly litigated” before the Arizona Court, and this Court must give that court's determination 

regarding personal jurisdiction full faith and credit. (St. Sava Mission Corp. v. Servian E. 

Diocese, supra, 223 Cal.App.3d at 1364; Durfee v. Duke, supra, 375 U.S. at 111; Craig v. 

Superior Court, supra, 45 Cal.App.3d at 680.) 
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Even if the Court were to conclude that lack of personal jurisdiction was not fully and fairly 

litigated in the Arizona Action on Sausal's motion to vacate the default judgment, the evidence is 

sufficient to support the Arizona Court's exercise of specific personal jurisdiction over Sausal 

under the circumstances. (See Bank of America v. Jennett (1999) 77 Cal.App.4th 104, 115 

[citing three criteria for exercise of personal jurisdiction over nonresident defendant].) A court 

may exercise specific jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant consistent with constitutional 

principles if the defendant has " 'purposefully directed' his activities at residents of the forum, 

[citation omitted], and the litigation results from alleged injuries that 'arise out of or relate to' 

those activities, [citation omitted]. . . . Jurisdiction is proper . . . where the contacts proximately 

result from actions by the defendant himself that create a 'substantial connection' with the forum 

State. Thus, where the defendant 'deliberately' has engaged in significant activities within a 

State, or has created 'continuing obligations' between himself and residents of the forum, he 

manifestly has availed himself of the privilege of conducting business there . . . and it is 

presumptively not unreasonable to require him to submit to the burdens of litigation in that forum 

as well." (Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz (1985) 471 U.S. 462, 472, 476 [holding Florida's 

exercise of specific personal jurisdiction over a Michigan defendant was proper in a franchise 

dispute with the franchisor located in Florida, and lack of physical entry in the forum did not 

preclude constitutional exercise of specific personal jurisdiction there].)  

Sausal sought out a supplier in Arizona to design, manufacture, and sell Sausal custom 

components for its project in California. (Wood Decl. ¶¶ 4-7; Scott Decl. ¶¶ 4-11.) The materials 

were manufactured by Device in Arizona after Sausal solicited a quote for the goods from 

Device, Device provided the quote, and Sausal issued its own purchase order to Device in 

Arizona. (Wood Decl. ¶¶ 4-6; Scott Decl. ¶¶ 4-8 and Exhs. A, B.) Sausal knew that Device 

would be manufacturing the custom goods in Arizona where it is located. (Wood Decl. ¶¶ 4-6; 

Scott Decl. ¶¶ 3-5.) Performance under Sausal's contract to purchase the custom-manufactured 

goods from Device spanned a period of months from the initial quote to the delivery of goods 

and the final invoice, and required Sausal to make multiple payments over time as the goods 

were delivered and installed, and Sausal contends the contract is not complete. (Wood Decl. 

¶¶ 6, 7, 9; Scott Decl. ¶¶  5, 8, 10, 11 and Exhs. A, B, and C.) Sausal made payments to Device 

in Arizona, but failed to pay the remaining balance owed under the purchase order of 

approximately $45,000 in part because Sausal contends the contract is still not complete. 

(Wood Decl. ¶¶ 7, 9; Scott Decl. ¶ 11.) 

The exercise of specific personal jurisdiction by Arizona is consistent with Burger King Corp. v. 

Rudzewicz, supra, 471 U.S. 462 and Arizona law. Arizona decisions applying its long-arm 

jurisdiction statute and constitutional due process principles support the Arizona Court's 

exercise of personal jurisdiction over Sausal under the circumstances. (See, e.g., Rollins v. 

Vidmar (App. 1985) 147 Ariz. 494, 497 [referring to Arizona's long-arm jurisdiction statute, 

reversing order dismissing action and holding Arizona court had specific personal jurisdiction 

over defendant in action for default on a loan where defendant solicited a loan from her family 

member located in Arizona and sent loan repayments to the family member in Arizona, and 

finding defendant had reasonable notice "from the transaction that if litigation became necessary 

to recover the loan funds, it could well be expected to take place in Arizona."]; Planning Group 
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of Scottsdale v. Lake Mathews Mineral Props., Ltd. (2011) 226 Ariz. 262, 268 [concluding 

California defendants were subject to specific personal jurisdiction in Arizona where "the 

California defendants borrowed money from investors located in Arizona after extensive 

communications directed toward those investors in this state and after sending a basic proposal 

to TPG here."].) (See also O'Connor, Cavanagh, Anderson, Westover, Killingsworth & 

Beshears, P.A. v. Bonus Utah (App. 1988) 156 Ariz. 171, 173 [defendant subject to specific 

personal jurisdiction in Arizona where defendant engaged Arizona law firm to file answer 

on its behalf in Arizona, stating "A single act is enough to establish a basis for jurisdiction. 

'[T]he quality of the contact outweighs the quantum.' [Citations omitted.]," quoting Holmes Tuttle 

Broadway Ford, Inc. v. Concrete Pumping, Inc. (App. 1981) 131 Ariz. 232, 235].) 

 

 

 


